
LAUNCH

1. PFC
2. Record HW - QUIZ TOMORROW!  **Study Guide due
3. Take out your quiz study guide packet and last night’s HW (thesis statement 

practice handout)
4. Meet with someone sitting in a DIFFERENT row than you and …

a. share your three thesis statements (last night’s HW)
b. offer your partner feedback on their thesis statement
c. review the key terms in the study guide (including their definitions)
d. go over the T/F section of the study guide
e. use any remaining Launch time to work on/review your study guide



REVIEW GAME
Rules:

● Question will be projected
● Person seated in the FIRST desk will write the answer and pass the board and 

marker down the line
● The other people in the row will DOUBLECHECK/EDIT the answer written - if you 

think it is wrong/something is missing, FIX IT
● Last person in the row will STAND UP with the board - if the correct answer is 

written, your team will get the point
● Then we will rotate positions, so that everyone is the FIRST person in their row, 

the LAST person in their row, and the EDITORS in between



Define COLUMBIAN EXCHANGE.



Which EUROPEAN GROUP settled 
in New York first?



WHO was JOHN CABOT?



NAME 3 specific places in the 
Americas that were settled by the 
SPANISH.



Which TWO Native American 
tribes assisted Europeans in the 
FUR TRADE?



Who brought TOBACCO to 
JAMESTOWN?



What were the TWO MAIN GOALS 
of the SPANISH settlers?



What was the LONDON 
COMPANY?



Define MISSIONARIES.



Name TWO specific areas 
claimed by FRENCH settlers.



Name TWO people who went to 
NEWFOUNDLAND before the area 
was formally colonized.



WHO were the first slaves in the 
Americas?



WHO married POCAHONTAS?



Define CONQUISTADOR.



Which COLONY was SIR WALTER 
RALEIGH connected with?



What are TWO consequences of 
TOBACCO being planted at 
Jamestown?



How is MARCO POLO connected 
to the establishment of European 
settlements in America?



What role did CHRISTIANITY play 
in the settlement of the 
Americas?



Name the THREE parts of a 
THESIS STATEMENT.



Write THESIS STATEMENT about 
Christopher Columbus (topic).



Write a THESIS STATEMENT 
about Jamestown (topic).



LIST THREE CONTROLLING 
IDEAS that would support the 
following OPINION:

The Europeans arrival in the 
New World was the worst thing to 
ever happen to the natives 
because ...


